Multi-joint reaching movements and eye-hand tracking in cerebellar incoordination: investigation of a patient with complete loss of Purkinje cells.
Performance on an eye-hand tracking task and a multi-joint reaching movement to a visual target was studied in a patient with stable cerebellar ataxia and in control subjects. The patient subsequently died and a full neuropathological examination was performed. The neuropathological findings were similar to those seen in patients with paraneoplastic cerebellar degeneration, but no tumor was found at autopsy eight years after onset of the patient's cerebellar syndrome. A severe cerebellar cortical degeneration with complete Purkinje cell loss was demonstrated, whereas cerebellar nuclei and brainstem structures showed no neuronal loss. Tracking performance by the patient was characterized by abnormally large numbers of high velocity movements and hand direction reversals, and by excessive lagging of the hand behind the target in time. In the multi-joint reaching movement, the patient showed a delay in movement onset at the elbow joint compared to movement onset at the shoulder joint. The velocity profile of the movement at the shoulder joint was abnormal. The duration of the acceleration phase was poorly correlated with both peak angular velocity and the duration of the deceleration phase. One of the most striking findings was the inability of the patient to consistently produce the same movement direction from trial to trial while reaching to the same target. Our data suggests that the cerebellar cortex is involved in multiple aspects of motor control including visuomotor integration mechanisms.